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NEWSLETTER OF THE MUSLIM PROFESSIONALS FORUM

Assalaamu ‘alaykum,

In this issue we have included a 
selection of articles, summary of events 
and letters by MPF members that have 
been published in Malaysiakini in 
recent months in response to a number 
of issues. 

The MPF organized a seminar “Liberal 
Islam – Clear and present danger” on 
10th September 2005, at Pusat Sains 
Negara, Bukit Kiara. It was felt that ideas 
and concerns (some of which are indeed 
valid) of Liberal Islam are gaining  
momentum in Malaysia. Whether or not 
this has anything to do with the 2004 
Rand Report which does not hide its 
intention in wanting to promote these 
ideas among Muslims - an “Islam” 
tailored to the neo conservative vision 
and ambitions - we felt such a seminar 
for the general public was timely.  

Ustaz Uthman El Muhammady of ISTAC 
gave the key note address in which he 
outlined the contours of liberal Islam, its 
major concerns and its main 
personalities. The second speaker, Dr. 
Anis Malik Thoha focused on the issue 
of religious pluralism and the 
relativization of truth claims by various 
religions.  This was by far the most 
difficult for the audience to grasp but 
nevertheless an important part of Liberal 
Islam thinking. Adnin Armas 
enlightened the audience on the 
Indonesian scene, where liberal Islam 
has established itself and a number of 
personalities as its recognized 
proponents. He posited that their ideas 
lack originality. They are nothing more 
than an outcome of an inferiority 
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Welcome to this second 
issue of MPF news.  

complex and a slavish, uncritical 
subordination to the orientalist ideas as 
he traced the origins of the principle 
ideas of Liberal Islam to orientalist 
literature. The three papers are available 
on our website. The final speaker was 
Yahya Adel Ibrahim, a Muslim educator 
from Perth who spoke on Islamic 
Scholarship: A future rooted in the past.

Was the seminar successful in 
conveying to the public about the 
present and clear dangers of   Liberal 
Islam? The feedback survey forms 
suggest that many of the participants 
were still unclear about Liberal Islam; 
let alone its dangers!

Lectures on this subject cannot escape 
from presenting a great deal of facts and 
critical evaluation of intellectual trends 
among Muslims in the modern age. 
Comments that the lectures were dry, 
heavy and boring were not unexpected. 
The feedback, while on the one hand 
gave a useful indication of the level of 
understanding of the public in this issue, 
also provided an important reminder 
that we need to tailor these talks to the 
level of non-specialists without diluting 
much their intellectual content. 
 
In August MPF hosted Dr. Jamal Badawi, 
a renowned Muslim personality from 
Canada who has been involved in 
Dakwah activities for more than 30 
years. Dr. Badawi is Professor of 
Management at the University of Nova 
Scotia in Halifax. He gave 2 memorable 
talks, “Gender equity” and “Does Islam 
teach violence against non-muslims”. 
A summary of the second lecture is 
published in this issue.
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There is no question that the 
Muslim world is suffering from 
vicious aggression and oppression 
by more than one party. Stopping 
this huge campaign is not easy. 
It does not mean, however, that 
Muslims should do nothing in the 
face of such atrocities. But these 
atrocities cannot justify retaliation 
against non-combatants or against 

the public at large. Wrongs done to Muslims do not justify 
deviation from Islamic ethics as Islam does stand for justice 
which is the best promoter of peace and the best means of 
avoiding senseless violence and extremism. 

In a talk organised by MPF at KGPA on 19th July, Dr Jamal 
Badawi explained the true meaning of Jihad and its various 
forms. The Qur'an teaches love (not hate) and concern for 
humankind irrespective of their faith choice. More than 200 
verses in the Qur'an address all humankind, not just Muslims. 
The Qur'an teaches acceptance of others' right to choose their 
faith, condemns compulsion in religion and accepts plurality 
of humankind, though not plurality in ultimate truths. 

Jihad is not harbul muqaddasah or holy war as widely and 
erroneously understood. In its broad sense, Jihad means to 
strive in the way of God. This includes battling against evil 
inclinations and purifying one's soul. Making Jihad with one's 
person (nafs) refers to both time, effort as well as self-sacrifice.

The meaning of Jihad as stopping aggression and/or 
oppression occurs when all means and attempts at just and 
peaceful solution fail to stop it. In this case, ethical and 
restraint behavior in the battlefield must be observed (such as 
sparing non-combatants, refraining from un-necessary 
destruction and ceasing when a chance is presented for a 
peaceful and just solution). This form of Jihad is commonly 
called Qital.

Other verses relating to fighting or "killing" refer to those who 
aggressed against Muslims and mostly (especially in Surahs 8 
& 9 of the Quran) refer to idolatrous Arabs who committed 
"war crimes" against Muslims.

The question of accepting Islam (with out compulsion as per 
Surah Al-Baqarah: 256), or paying Jizyah (which entitles the 
person to protection and social security), or fighting is related 
to those who showed enmity and aggression against the early 
Muslims. Fighting is not allowed on the sole ground of their 
belief in a different faith, but only if and when aggression or 
preparation for aggression is obvious. 

In fact Islam allows more intimate relationship than 
friendship; some form of interfaith marriage (Surah Al-Maidah: 
5 and Surah Al-Rum: 22, for the nature of marital relationship 
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D oes Islam Teach Hate & Violence?
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Summary of the talk by
Prof. Dr. Jamal Badawi

at KGPA on July 19, 2005

irrespective of the wife' s faith; Muslim, Jewess or Christian). 
Non-Muslims who are co-existing peacefully with Muslims 
are to be treated like one's parents; more than justice, 
kindness, respect and love (In Surah Al-Mumtahanah: 8-9, 
note that the Arabic term Tabarruhum comes from Birr, a term 
used in the Qur'an and Hadith to refer to one's relationship 
with parents!). 

Misinterpretation happens due to the absence of an integrative 
approach and in-depth study of these verses in their historical 
context and in the light of other texts on the same subject. 
This is because one of the main rules of interpretation of the 
Qur'an is to examine occasions of and reasons for the 
revelations. It should be kept in mind, however, that in some 
instances if the same conditions are duplicated at other time, 
then the same rule will be applicable. 

History clearly shows that the Prophet (peace and blessings be 
upon him) did not fight against non-Muslims who did not 
engage in hostilities against Muslims (for example, the 
Christians in Ethiopia). It should be noted, however, that two 
superpowers of his time (the Persians and the Romans) 
showed their aggressive attitudes towards Muslims and their 
request to peacefully communicate the message of Islam to 
others. Some even killed the envoys of the Prophet (an act of 
war in modern laws like deliberately killing an ambassador of 
another country). Some even wrote to their local governors to 
kill the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him).

On the authentic hadith meaning: "Know that Paradise is 
under the shades of swords", Dr. Jamal Badawi explained that 
it deals with the situation where Muslims are forced to the 
battlefield as the last resort to defend themselves in which 
case the use of the sword may be necessary and martyrdom 
(self-sacrifice) is rewarded with Paradise.

In conclusion, Qur'anic verses must be understood honestly 
and contextually without excess.

The best way to introduce Islam is by making a distinction 
between its authentic and documented teachings and the 
actions of some frustrated Muslims driven to extremes, 
even violating its preachings because of the gross injustices 
against them.

We need to be good examples of what we profess and to reach 
out to the community not only to correct misunderstandings 
but also to be involved and compassionate citizens. We are 
faced with a huge legacy of false propaganda that goes back 
for centuries, but we must be patient and persistent. Truth will 
ultimately prevail.

Prof. Dr. Jamal Badawi
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'L iberal Islam -  The Indonesian 
 Experience'

Secularisation and liberalisation of Islam is not 
geographically confined to any particular country. 
In Indonesia, the sources of secular-liberal ideas of 
Liberal Islam Network (Jaringan Islam Liberal or JIL) are 
basically based on the hegemony of western 
secular-liberal worldview which deifies Man and 
humanise God, equates religious truth with esoterism, 
deconstructs the Uthmanic Mushaf and the shariah 
and promotes a new paradigm shift to replace the 
existing one. 

The Liberal Islam paradigm taught by Charles Kurzman 
and adopted by JIL promotes continuous revision and 
constant review of viewpoints traditionally agreed by 
the majority of Muslims. JIL defies the existence of 
absolute truth, rejects the monopoly of truth, holds that 
all interpretation of revelations as being relative, 
and concludes that therefore, truth is relative.  

Nurcholish Madjid, the founder of Liberal Islam in 
Indonesia, launched the concept of Liberal Islam by 
arguing that the kalimah shahadah which contains a 
negation of belief in deities followed by an affirmation 
of belief in the true God as a process of secularisation. 
As a matter of fact, Nurcholish was influenced by 
Harvey Cox’s idea on secularisation which is a 
consequence of Christianity's traumatic experience 
with the Church. JIL coordinator Ulil Abshar-Abdalla's 
remark that Islam is not the only true religion because 
all religions are equal and all religions lead to the Truth 
originates from scholars such as Wilfred Cantwell 
Smith, John Harwood Hicks, Paul Knitter, John B. Cobb 
Jr. and Raimundo Panikkar. 

The desecration of the Quran by JIL activists is simply a 
manifestation of ideas from the orientalist Arthur Jeffery 
who had ambitions of critically editing the Uthmanic 
Mushaf after his being influenced by the 
Judaeo-Christian theological study which concluded 
that the bible should be revised because of the 
numerous fundamental problems existing in the Bible. 
Viewing biblical criticism as positive, the orientalists 

who, not guided by faith factor, applied similar 
methodology in their study of the Quran. 

While Islam ushered a new teaching and corrected 
erroneous teachings from the days of ignorance, JIL 
activists accused the Shariah as being influenced by the 
Judaeo-Christian and foreign cultures just as claimed 
by their orientalist mentors who rejected the 
authoritative jurisprudential methodology by proposing 
a new one based on pluralism (ta'addudiyah), 
nationalism (muwatanah), upholding human rights, 
democracy, public interest (al-maslahat) and gender 
equality (al-musawah al-jinsiyyah). 

Employing such deviant methodology could lead to 
allowing a woman to marry off herself without a 
guardian (waliy), the dowry being a must-give from the 
prospective wife or by both wife and husband, 
unlimited permissibility of marriage between different 
religions, prohibition of polygamy, permissibility of 
contract marriages, applicability of 'iddah (waiting 
period) to men, the inheritance of sons and daughters 
in the ratio 1:1 or 2:2 and the permissibility of 
inheritance from people of different religions.

Unduly influenced by the West JIL has, instead of 
Islamising the West, westernised Islam. JIL denies Islam 
and affirms "Islams". Their secular-liberal ideas are rooted 
in their interpretation of Islam guided by the West.  

In conclusion, to counter the infusion of the Western 
worldview and epistemology in the minds of Muslims, 
authoritative Muslim scholars should strive to study 
and understand Western civilization. Foreign elements 
in every branch of the religious, rational, intellectual 
and philosophical sciences, originating from Western 
intellectual tradition should be isolated while Islamic 
elements and key concepts be preserved.

Summary of the paper presented by
Adnin Armas

in the seminar 'Liberal Islam - A Clear and Present Danger'
on September 10, 2005
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The “many religions one god” truth claim as 
propounded by Ushiv et al sounds very appealing 
because it embraces religiosity with a mega dose of 
tolerance and mutual respect. 

John Hicks, probably the icon for religious pluralism 
sums it lucidly when he writes “ …the great world 
religions constitute variant conceptions and 
perceptions of, and responses to, the one ultimate, 
mysterious divine reality”. It simply describes the 
different theophanies of the same truth.

On closer examination however, this pluralistic truth 
claim is in fact extremely problematic. 

Firstly, it has undermined the absolute truth claims of 
all the religions on the world stage. It has relativised all 
the truth claims and have equated all religions as being 
relatively the same. Pluralism is degrading if not 
denying the absolute truth claims of these religions.

Secondly, its pluralistic-claim has inevitably added 
another “new ism on the block”, albeit man-made, to 
the phenomenon of religious diversity.

Ismail Faruqi wrote “The (truth) claim is essential to 
religion. For the religious assertion is not merely one 
among a multitude of propositions, but necessarily 
unique and exclusive”.

Thus any attempt to relativise the uniqueness and 
exclusivity of all religions, as Hicks et al has 
undertaken with their theology of religious pluralism, 
will inevitably add a new problem to the existing truth 
claims at best. Or at worst threaten the very existence 
of religions. 

The pluralistic “all paths lead to the same summit” 
paradigm is not that benign, democratic and embracing 
as first perceived!

This “disguised enmity” of absolute religious truth 
claims is hardly surprising considering religious 
pluralism was gestated within the context of western 
secular liberalism, which had an innate abhorrence of 
anything metaphysical. 

Wayne Proudfoot, in Religious Experience wrote “The 
turn to religious experience was motivated in large 

by
Dr. Musa Mohd. Nordin

October 11, 2005

measure by an interest in freeing religious doctrine and 
practice from dependence on metaphysical beliefs and 
ecclesiastical institutions and grounding it in human 
experience”

Islam perceives religious diversity and plurality as a 
sunnatullah, the behest of the Al-Mighty. Hence, a 
religious truth claim, is an absolutist doctrine, must be 
respected as such, not simplified or relativised, 
let alone negated. 

Islam accords special status to Judaism and Christianity, 
categorically calling their adherents, Ahl al-Kitab 
(People of the Book). It identifies itself with the People 
of the Book as the “Abrahamic family” within the 
Semitic Tradition (Hanifiyyah), the tradition of 
Abraham who is recognized as the father of the three 
Semitic religions.

References to other religions is however less straight 
forward. They are mentioned in a generic manner as 
implied by the Quranic injunctions on:
 1. Universality of the prophetic mission: “And verily
   We have raised in every nation a messenger,  
  (proclaiming) : Serve Allah and shun false 
  gods …” (16:36)
 2. And the unity of mankind (ummatun wahidah): 
  “Mankind were one community, and Allah sent 
  Prophets as bearers of good tidings and as 
  warners, and revealed therewith the Scripture 
  with the truth that it might help judge between 
  mankind concerning that wherein they 
  differed…” (2:213)

Islam allows the others to be fully others without any 
form of reduction, distortion or relativisation. 

This is unlike the wave of religious pluralism which 
deconstructs absolute truth claims, relativises religions 
and equates them within the parameters of human 
religious experiences of the Transcendental Reality. 
In short, it is unwilling to let others to be really others. 
Therein lies the clear and present danger of 
religious pluralism. 
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The Muslim Professionals Forum (MPF) cannot help but 
conclude that Dr Syed Alwi is confused over Islam as a social 
identity by virtue of accident of birth versus that of Islam as a 
faith based on sound knowledge which requires its believers to 
submit, with a free conscience to certain theological doctrines, 
rituals of worship and a moral code, private and public. 

Interpretation of Islam that concerns theological doctrines, 
rituals of worship, morality and the law has to be within the 
parameters of a consensus that has been built over 1,400 years 
of scholarship grounded in the two sources of Islamic 
knowledge - divine revelation (Quran) and prophetic 
guidance (Sunnah). 

It is inconceivable that the body of Muslim scholars who are 
knowledgeable, sincere and pious would connive to hatch 
anything remote from the inspirations of the Quran and the 
Sunnah. On the contrary they would only consolidate for the 
sake of goodness and benevolence. 

The great jurist Ash-Shafii whose school of thought on Islamic 
jurisprudence (fiqh) is embraced by the majority of Malaysian 
Muslims said, ‘‘The rule of Allah (shariah) based on Quran and 
Sunnah never escaped the mass of the people of knowledge 
(ulama) at anytime, as ignorance of it is inconceivable’’. 

Islamic discourse demands respect for specialisation of 
knowledge. Of course, the layperson has the right, and is even 
welcome to participate in general discourse such as the role of 
Islam in development policies, social justice, women’s issues, 
religious affairs and political pluralism. But the finer points of 
Islamic theology and jurisprudence demand specialisation 
and scholarship. 

Whether such specialisation is acquired in the Middle East or 
the West, or the expert is a male or female has never been the 
issue. The true and genuine scholar gains the respect of the 
community. 

Malaysia is much admired for its religious harmony. Let us not 
ignore the Constitution and the compromises struck by our 
founding fathers at its writing. While Malaysians are free to 
practice any religion they may profess, the Constitution is 
explicit about the place of Islam as the religion of the 
federation and the role of the Malay Rulers as the heads and 
guardians of Islam. 

It is from these constitutional provisions that the offices and 
authority of the ‘mufti’, the state religious departments, 
the Shariah courts and the various institutions tasked with the 
administration of Islamic affairs derive their legitimacy. 

Puan Elya Lim Abdullah
August 18, 2005

The letter “Islamic discourse: SIS need not be apologetic”
by Dr Syed Alwi Ahmad refers.

Tunku Abdul Rahman et al made concessions to religious 
pluralism by accepting the limited jurisdiction of the Shariah, 
even if it is only applicable to Muslims. Hudud is only a small 
yet immutable part of the Shariah, and the Constitution does 
not empower the Shariah courts to apply it. We acknowledge 
that it is a highly controversial subject given our social context. 

For the overwhelming majority of mainstream Muslims, our 
priorities are the more practical and pressing issues related to 
Islam such as education, social harmony, justice, good 
governance, transparency and a decent public life. 
Syed Alwi's denigration of hudud is really quite irrelevant and 
the religious ramifications of his stance is for another 
deliberation. 

The religious practice of mainstream Muslims is compatible 
with core democratic values such as representational politics, 
freedom of conscience and expression, preservation of the 
common good and accountability. We are equally concerned 
over serious violations of fundamental liberties such as 
detentions without trial, arbitrary arrests and torture as these 
are inimical to the concept of justice in Islam. 

But this is never to be confused with post-modernism’s values 
derived from absolute relativism, ‘moral libertinism’ and the 
excesses of materialistic consumption and hedonistic 
entertainment. 

The fact that the two Malay Muslim parties have Islam 
prominently on their political agenda indicates the general 
sentiment of Muslims in this country with regards to the role of 
Islam in the public domain. If this role of Islam - which finds 
its way in government policies - is the outcome of a legitimate 
democratic process, would Syed Alwi acquiesce to it? 

Having witnessed the follies of ideological secularism of past 
decades, today's discourse of democracy and secularism is 
much more open to genuine religious and political pluralism. 
The notion of complete separation of religion from the state 
(specifically Islam) is a farcical democracy at best. 

The writer is founding member of Muslim Professionals Forum.
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In my opinion, there are multiple flaws in Helen Ang's 
article (Scientists are not the enemies of God) due to 
her cursory and superficial research methodology. 

Her suggestion that al-Razi's blindness was inflicted by an 
emir of Bukhara is disputable. Several biographies of 
al-Razi reported differently. In A History of Muslim 
Philosophy, MM Sharif writes "…it began with cataract 
which ended in complete blindness…" 

In Wikipedia; the following causative factor of his 
blindness was offered. "...The massive book thoroughly 
offended a Muslim priest whom Razi had apparently 
contradicted somewhere in its pages. The priest ordered 
that Razi be beaten over the head with the manuscript 
until one of them broke. Razi's head broke while the 
manuscript remained intact. The result was permanent 
blindness for Rhazes…" 

To therefore infer that al-Razi was a victim of an 
incompatible equation between religion (in this case 
Islam) and science is very misleading verging on slander.. 
Even if the event of the Muslim priest hitting al-Razi was 
true, it is an isolated event and should not be extrapolated 
as an adversarial Islamic policy towards science and 
research. 

A thousand years ago, wedged between the late Roman 
Empire and the Renaissance, most of Europe gloomed in 
the "Dark Ages". TB Irving writes: "The Islamic world never 
lived in the same Middle Ages as Western Europe ...For 14 
centuries the Islamic world has formed a vast cultural 
enterprise which gathered up and prolonged the legacy of 
antiquity and transmitted this into the European Middle 
Ages and Renaissance for use in modern times…" 

The paragraphs on al-Kindi was a melodramatic piece 
with undue emphasis and piecemeal reports of tragic 
events missing the complete historical perspective. 

Al-Kindi served at least four Abbasids caliphs, al-Ma'mun 
(813-833), al-Mu'tasim (833-842), al-Wathiq (842-847) 
and al-Mutawakkil (847-861). Caliph al-Ma'mun 
established the "House of Wisdom", a pioneering academy 
where Greek philosophical and scientific works were 
translated. The succeeding two caliphs continued to 

by
Dr Rafidah H Mokhtar

September 27, 2005
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facilitate this tradition of learning and research and 
became great patrons of scholars. 

Al-Kindi was an innocent victim in the bitter rivalries to 
earn the favours of the caliph. He held firmly to his belief 
that the pursuit of philosophy was compatible with 
orthodox Islam unlike the caliph's conservative thoughts. 

To generalise the "ill conduct" of al-Mutawakkil as 
reflective of the caliphate's persecution of scholars is a 
poor reading of history. 

And to further complicate historical analysis; others would 
contend that it was during the caliphate of al-Mutawakil 
that deviationist elements were purged from the works and 
writings of researchers in his endeavour to adhere strictly 
to the pristine teachings of the Quran and the traditions of 
the prophet. 

History testifies that from the Atlantic to Central Asia, 
scholars were to be found in every city and excellent 
colleges existed in most of them. The great jami'at 
(universities), madrasas and kulliyat which the Muslims 
fostered gave Europe its new word "university" as a loan of 
translation, meaning a place where 'everything' was 
'gathered together' for study. 

The statement "never in the history of human conflict have 
we seen fanatical bands of scientists taking up arms 
with the aim of 'taking out' those opposed to them", 
is unnecessarily provocative. It only reflects a desperate 
attempt to conceal poor arguments. 

The discourse in this forum has thus far been a healthy and 
constructional one. I similarly applaud the authors she 
had mentioned for invoking hitherto taboo subjects which 
is refreshing for our intellectual inquisitiveness within the 
framework of evidence-based science and for Muslims, 
Shariah compliant too. Credit should also be given to the 
likes of Abdul Rahman Abdul Talib, Abu Mubarak and 
Steven Foong for their erudite pieces, thus affording the 
readers a more objective perspective.

I   slam not hostile to science



Godeath's "Science, religion inimical to one another" 
(September 29, 2005) erroneously universalizes medieval 
Europe's bitter experience in the conflict between religion and 
science at the threshold of the scientific revolution.  

That experience particular to European Christendom led to the 
elevation of modern science as a totalizing, absolutist 
worldview on the nature of Reality in competition with 
religion. Thus giving birth to secular positivism and the idea of 
the inevitability of human progress. 

It is little wonder that the theory of evolution is preached as the 
theological dogma of this new religion of scientism, quite often 
by non-scientists or those whose fields of sub-specialization 
are not in the biological sciences.   

But cutting through the halo built around it, science is nothing 
more than the systematic, empirical study of the material world 
whose instrument is man's faculty of reason.  

The vastness of what can be learnt of the material world - i.e 
the hard sciences is such that one can only be truly learned in 
a very narrow, highly sub-specialized field.   

Cognizant of this limitation, the honest scientist today, whether 
religious or otherwise, would not be so foolish as to make 
grand claims about modern science in the manner of 19th 
century secular priests of scientism.   

by
Dr. Jeffrey Abu Hassan

October 17, 2005
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R ELIGION AND SCIENCE : 
 THE TWAIN SHALL NEVER MEET?

In the authentic spiritual traditions, nature or the material 
world is the "other" revelation, an open book whose study is 
praiseworthy.  

Notwithstanding the vastness of what is knowable through 
empirical study, the material world is but one level of Reality.  
Science as a way of understanding this Reality through reason 
is but part of the religious worldview, which recognizes a 
higher Reality beyond the material world.  

Reason together with Revelation and the intellect (defined by 
traditionalists as a faculty for spiritual understanding) sets man 
in his exalted position as a priori, and not as something to 
"evolve" into with all the capriciousness and uncertainties that 
such an evolutionary process entails.    

In summary, yes, traditional religion is inimical to scientism as 
a secular positivist ideology. But science as a way of knowing 
the material world as one level of Reality is in harmony with it.  

Had Bacon and Déscartes foreseen the threat to man's 
continuing existence on this planet today, they would have 
tempered their pronouncements on science with a healthy 
dose of humility.  
 

 

The Muslim Professionals Forum follows with interest the 
current debate on the ruling that requires non-Muslim female 
students at IIUM and parliament staff to don the tudung as 
initially raised in a Sunday Star editorial of November 6, 2005.

We agree with the Sunday Star editor's objection to the ruling 
on parliament staff and commend the prompt intervention of 
parliamentary Speaker Tan Sri Ramli Ngah Talib.

However the IIUM ruling is a separate matter altogether. The 
autonomy of educational institutions to impose rules such as 

U IA TUDUNG ISSUE – 
 HUMAN RIGHTS MISPLACED 

the dress code on their students must be respected. The IIUM 
is an Islamic academic institution. It would be most unusual 
not to expect a dress code that would reflect the teachings of 
Islam. For some 20 years non-Muslim students who freely 
choose to enroll into any of its faculties know this and duly 
comply with it.

Conversely Muslim students who choose to have their 
education in government supported mission schools must 

Continued on page 8



Ah love! Could thou and I with fate conspire
To grasp this sorry scheme of things entire
Would we not shatter it to bits
And remould it nearer to the heart's desire! 

(from the Rubaiyat by Omar Khayyam; translation by EJ 
Fitzgerald) 

Writing in the Washington Post last month, Salman Rushdie has 
lent his weight to the rousing chorus that calls for the 
"reformation" of Islam in the wake of 7/7 London bombings 
(bring in the Islamic Reformation, 8 August). Rushdie is a master 
of timing. At a time when Muslims are given to deep 
introspection, that "our own children" had perpetrated the 
bombings in the words of the Sir Iqbal Sacranie, head of the 
Muslim Council of Britain, the author of the Satanic Verses dons 
his uniforms for the new wave Islamic Reformation. To Rushdie, 
"traditional Islam is a broad church that certainly includes 
Muslims of tolerant, civilized men and women but also 
encompasses many whose views on women's rights are 
antediluvian, who think of homosexuality as ungodly, 
who have little time for real freedom of expression, who 
routinely expresses anti-semitic view ... what is needed is a 
move beyond tradition - nothing less than a reform movement 
to bring the core concepts of Islam into the modern age, a 
Muslim Reformation to combat not only the jihadist ideologues 
but also the dusty, stifling seminaries of the traditionalists ...". 
This has uncanny resonance with the calls of Irshad Manji who 
anchors Canada's QueerTelevision and hailed by the western 
media as "Muslim lesbian intellectual" with the publication of 
her book "The Trouble with Islam", "If ever there was a moment 
for an Islamic Reformation, it is now. For the love of God, what 
are we doing about it?" If "Islamic Reformation" has too close an 
association with Christianity, "Liberal Islam" is more 
recognizable to Muslims as the agenda to empty Islam of its 
ethical, moral and juristic tradition and bringing it in line 
with "modernity". 

The problem of racial bigotry, disgust of homosexuality and 
unmodern views on women exist in every society, not least 
within America's bible belt which has thrown up the occasional 
bombers and a senator who recently called for the assassination 
of a democratically elected president of a sovereign state. Do 
they now need a Re-Reformation? But what really drives today's 
fashionable question of "why has Islam not undergone a 
Reformation like Christianity and Judaism?" is "Islamic 
terrorism". This is a question asked by both well-intentioned 
non-Muslims and those impatient at Muslims' resistance to 
post-christian consumerist materialism of the west. 

We acknowledge that terrorism as a political weapon of the 
weak is largely a Muslim problem today. But what Muslims 
really need is a reformation of their politics, not their religion - 
a political reformation that will seek to establish distributive 
justice, genuine representation, respect of fundamental human 
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rights, good governance, people oriented policies and serious 
efforts at poverty eradication. Since September 11 volumes 
have been written by experts on the roots of Muslim terrorism. 
Denying Al-Qaeda new recruits is not such a difficult thing. 
Just simply stop propping up brutal dictators in the middle east 
and let the people choose their own governments. Secondly 
stop subsidizing economically, military and politically the state 
of Israel and restore justice to the Palestinian, and thirdly end 
the occupation of Iraq, all this at no cost to american 
tax-payers. Bringing "the core concepts of Islam into the 
modern age" as Rushdie wishes us to do is a mischievous 
opportunism that exploits the pervasive fear and distrust, 
quite a lot of it is manufactured, towards a people whose values 
may not accord with modern liberalism. 

With secularization, modern western education and 
penetration of western culture into traditional Muslim societies, 
the proponents of Islamic Reformation or liberal Islam attempt 
to deconstruct at doctrinal level the scholarly consensus on 
Islam's traditional pillars of theology, jurisprudence and 
spirituality, and at praxis level to dilute Muslims' observance of 
Islam's rituals and practices, and questioning its moral 
teachings whenever they appear incongruous with the values of 
modernity. Naturally the most vexing issues are the ones where 
Islamic norms and teachings are most jarring to modernism's 
eyes such as the question of the rights women, sexuality and 
Islam's moral strictures. This have been the vehicle by liberal 
Islam to effect a complete break from the stifling weight of 
tradition and the dogmas of orthodoxy which have always been 
blamed for Muslim decline. The panacea is appropriation by all 
and sundry the right to "ijtihad", to re-interpret religion, 
to remould it nearer to the heart's desire. 

It must have been a source of wonder to non-Muslim observers 
why is it that the propents of "liberal" or "progressive" Islam 
have remained on the fringes, unable to penetrate the Islamic 

I   slam and a tale of 2 reformations

Continued on page 9

by
Puan S.L. Pang @ Farah Abdullah

November 17, 2005

Continued from page 7 - UIA TUDUNG ISSUE – 
 HUMAN RIGHTS MISPLACED 

expect and comply with rules that they may not be 
comfortable with. This has nothing to do with fundamental 
human rights, of which there aplenty if the Sunday Star editor 
is genuinely concerned about them. 

Let us not politicise this issue and leave it to the wisdom of the 
university authorities. Neither is this a polemic of whether the 
tudung is a measure of one's Islamic piety as some quarters are 
so apt to raise whenever such an issue arises.
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Continued from page 8 - Islam and a tale of 2 reformations

Continued on page 10

mainstream despite its noble themes centred around such 
liberal values as human rights, gender equality, human 
progress, and freeing society from the moral strictures of an era 
long gone. Why are Muslims so resistant to positive changes? 

First, despite their pretensions to liberalism, the main concern 
of liberal Islam appears to be to graft western norms in matters 
of sexuality, morality and women issues onto a largely 
conservative Muslim society masquerading as "fundamental 
freedoms". Though these are problems that need to addressed, 
they are relatively peripheral issues. Our central concerns are 
really the widening income gap, urban poverty, stresses on 
family life imposed by the modern exploitative economy, 
and in may Muslim countries, the suppression of those truly 
fundamental liberties of expression, thought and political 
association which are the cornerstone of a genuinely 
representational, democratic polity. What is really promoted in 
the end is not so much a political liberalism whose emphasis on 
fundamental rights Muslims have no difficulty identifying with, 
but rather a moral libertinism of post-christian west. 
Secondly, and this is perhaps a far more serious concern, liberal 
Islam's stubborn insistence on the right to "ijtihad" or 
re-interpretation of Islam is based on the highly persuasive 
argument that religious truths should not be the monopoly of 
traditional scholars, who, stuck in the cobweb of stagnant 
traditions, have spectacularly failed in making Muslims 
conform to the liberating values of modernity. This strikes at the 
heart of traditional Islamic scholarship with its strict emphasis 
on hierarchy of knowledge and respect for specialization in 
various branches of Islamic sciences of theology, jurisprudence 
and spirituality. What Muslims see in this "ijtihad" by 
proponents of liberal Islam who have no formal pre-requisites 
of Islamic knowledge is the destruction of a major pillar of 
Islam, the sunna, upon which rests Islamic praxis (the Shariat), 
and the selective rejection of Quranic verses that contradict 
modernity's latest fashionable ideas. What mainstream Muslims 
see in this whimsical "ijtihad" is a confusion and chaos that will 
lead to the dilution and ultimately the destruction of Islam itself. 

However since "the war on terror", we have seen liberal Islam 
or Islamic Reformation improve its fortunes. The neo-cons' "war 
on terror" is using liberal Islam to do its bidding in the Muslim 
world. They are natural allies as both have a healthy dose of 
disdain for people who prefer to live their lives as Muslims 
rather than succumb to western culture, and not so much that 
all 1.3 billion of them are potential terrorists. On the eve of the 
US invasion of Iraq, Paul Wolfowitz confided that "we need an 
Islamic Reformation". One year later, another prominent 
neo-conservative, Daniel Pipes of the Middle East Forum (MEF) 
declared that the ultimate goal of the war on terror had to be 
Islam's modernization or as he put it "religion-building". Pipes 
was then seeking funding for a new organization, tentatively 
named the Islamic Progress Institute (from AntiWar.Com, "Neo 
Cons Seek Islamic Reformation" by Jim Lobe). One of the 
people whom Pipes has invested hope in this Reformation 
project is Irshad Manji whom he calls a "moderate" Muslim. It is 
strange that in a few short years what is generally understood as 
"moderate" Muslim has shifted from that of a fully practicing 
Muslim who sees terrorism as against the teachings of his/her 

religion and shares the humanistic universal values with the rest 
of the world, to someone whose idea of reforming Islam is to 
make it conform to western sentiments and norms who argues 
that Islam's disapproval of homosexuality is the result of a faulty 
exegesis of scriptures. That makes all of us extremists except 
Rushdie, Manji and propents of liberal Islam. 

Thus the thrust of the neo-cons think-tanks like Pipes' MEF and 
the Rand Corporation is to support and give prominence to 
individuals and groups that range from Irshad Manji and the 
Al-Fatiha Foundation in the west to intellectuals, scholars and 
NGOs that seek to propagate liberal Islam in Muslim countries. 
But the choice a trojan horse in Salman Rushdie from whom 
Muslims are still smarting from his denigration of their Prophet, 
Irshad Manji and a whole host of liberal Islam advocates in the 
Muslim world is too unsubtle and crude that mainstream 
Muslims have no trouble recognizing instantly that "Islamic 
Reformation" is an attempt to neuter Islam. 

This is not to say that Muslims have never thought about 
"reforms". Given the state of Muslims in the 20th century where 
poverty, political despotism, corruption, enfeebleness, 
economic backwardness are the norm - we are often given to 
nostalgic sentimentalizing of our glorious civilization before the 
ascending of Europe. On top of that anti-semitism, dogmatism, 
sexism and paranoia in rife in Islamic societies today. Although 
this is not exclusively a Muslim problem, it is reasonable to 
accept that this is more pronounced among Muslims for the 
main reason that it has been on the losing side of a long conflict 
with the west. Many thinking Muslims agree that we need to 
make ourselves feel at ease with modernity and awaken from 
our centuries of stupor, stagnation and dependency. Very few 
disagree on the need to master modern knowledge and the 
sciences, modern administration and polity, and learn to live 
and interact with other people as part of one humanity in all its 
diversity. This need for reforms started to be felt in late 19th 
century when large swathes of the Muslim world came under 
western domination through colonialism and the progressive 
defeat of the Ottoman empire. There is a vast body of scholarly 
literature on these pioneering reformers of Islam - Jamaluddin 
Afghani, Muhammad Abduh and Rashid Rida - and the Islamic 
movements of the 20th century inspired by them. This genuine 
reformist movement aimed at taking Muslim society out of 
stagnation and decline by creating a synthesis between modern 
values and systems, i.e. the positive aspects of western 
civilization, and Islam's universal values. They also used the 
language of progress, modern knowledge, the primacy of 
rational thought and ijtihad. However like today's proponents 
of Liberal Islam on a mission of Islamic Reformation, there was 
also the general tendency of doing away with accumulated 
tradition of jurisprudence of the 4 legal schools (madzahib), 
theology (kalam) and spirituality (tasawwuf), if not laying the 
blame of Muslim decline on these "sclerotic" traditions. 

But history has not been kind to this reformist project through 
both internal and external factors, not least western support of 
secular Muslim dictators in the middle-east. This has been 
charted well by Olivier Roy in his well-known work "l'échèc de 
l'Islam politique" (The Failure of Political Islam). In this 
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by
Dr. Mazeni Alwi

September 9, 2005

Continued from page 9 - Islam and a tale of 2 reformations

In response to Malik Imtiaz's long statement "Setting the records 
straight on Interfaith Commission" (Malaysiakini 22/6/05),the 
Muslim Professionals Forum (MPF) reiterates its position that; 
matters of harmony and understanding between religions ought 
to be handled by the legitimate and respected leaders of the 
mainstream religions through amicable, voluntary dialogues. 

This is also consistent with the advice of the Prime Minister 
himself. Grievances that relate to infringement of human rights 
in the course of interaction between religious communities are 
within the domain of SUHAKAM, a body invested with 
statutory powers to investigate such complaints, and to be 
finally adjudicated by the law courts.

The establishment of another statutory body, that is the IFC, 
for such purposes is therefore superfluous. Neither do we need 
such a body, armed with special powers by parliament, to 
compel leaders of Malaysia's religious communities to enter 
into dialogues.

Mr Malik Imtiaz seems overly anxious to get Malaysia into the 
record books for having the dubious distinction of being the first 
country to do so. Dialogues should be voluntary, 
and there already exists organizations that facilitate this 
inter-faith exchanges.

Mr Malik Imtiaz's lengthy and convoluted explanation over the 
proposed setting up of the IFC and the manner with which 
this has been pursued over the years does not reassure 
mainstream Muslims. 

N O AGAIN TO IFC
The press statement by the chairman of ACCIN (Allied 
Coordinating Committee of Islamic NGOs) dated 7 March 2005 
reads, "ACCIN had earlier set out certain parameters for its 
continued participation. These included that Islam be 
represented by mainstream Muslims and that only interfaith 
matters be discussed. We pointed out to the Pro-tem Committee 
that the right to practice one's religion does not extend to 
interfering with another religion. The other members of the 
Pro-tem Committee rejected these parameters and pursued 
their course of interfering with Islam...” It was hardly surprising 
that the workshop held in February 2003 was an abject failure 
because Muslim individuals and NGOs withdrew en masse.

Mainstream Muslims have genuine misgivings that sections 
5.1a-i and 5.2 (Powers of the Commission) of the draft 
document will undermine the status of Islam and its 
administration as provided for by the Federal Constitution.

We will not be easily persuaded this time by the conciliatory 
tone of Mr Imtiaz's statement, having witnessed how the IFC 
agenda has been arrogantly pushed in blatant disregard of 
mainstream Muslim sensitivity.

Finally the MPF welcomes genuine, sincere dialogues with our 
friends belonging to other faiths in our common cause of 
opposing secular materialism and protecting a religious way of 
life in a society increasingly weakened by a crisis of morals 
and values.

by
Puan S.L. Pang @ Farah Abdullah

July 2005

insightful work, Roy examined the metamorphosis in the 
reformist movement in its struggle for a social, political and 
economic revival of the Muslim world led by modern educated 
professionals and technocrats who nevertheless remained pious 
Muslims, to what he calls "neo-fundamentalism", a literalist and 
rigid interpretation of scriptures that seek to bring Muslim 
society back to an idealized past. 

Increasingly, many commentators, Muslims and non Muslims, 
like Roy and Benjamin Barber in "Jihad vs Ms. World", have 
argued that it is this militant neo-fundamentalism, itself partly a 
product of cold war proxy politics in Afghanistan, combined 
with romantic individualism of the west, that has created the 
modern phenomenon of Islamic terrorism. This is the 
unintended, mutant outcome of the initial impetus for Islamic 
revival or reform. Caught in an impasse between a rigid literalist 
interpretation of Islam that is vehemently anti-west in tone and 
a hyperliberal one that seeks to remould Islam to the mores and 
ethics of post-christian west - both driven by self-styled 
"ijtihads" that repudiate the consensus that has been built over 
centuries of classical Islamic scholarly tradition - Muslims are 
now re-examining "traditional Islam" . There is a growing 
literature that is beginning to have an influence on modern 

educated Muslims on traditional wisdom and texts, especially 
the extensive corpus of Al-Ghazali that covers theology, 
spirituality, Islamic praxis and morality. Rather than sclerotic, 
stagnant traditions, classical Islam was alive with theological 
and jurisprudential debates. In "bombing without moonlight" 
(Islamica, Spring 2005), Abdal Hakim Murad wrote, "it was on 
the basis of this hospitable caution that non-Qutbian Sunnism 
engaged with modernity. Reading the fatwa of great twentieth 
century jurists such as Yusuf Al-Dajawi, Abdul Halim Mahmud 
and Subhi Mahassani, one is reminded of the Arabic proverb 
cited on motorway signs in Saudi Arabia : there is safety in 
reducing speed. Far from committing a pacifist betrayal, 
the normative Sunni institutions were behaving in an entirely 
classical way. Sunni piety appears as conciliatory, cautions and 
disciplined, seeking to identify the positive as well as the 
negative features of the new global culture". That elusive 
enlightenment we have been seeking for more than a century is 
not likely going to be through an Islamic Reformation of either 
the anti-west literalist interpretation or a hyperliberal 
self-loathing one born of an inferiority complex to the west, 
but a return to the wisdom, beauty and richness of tradition.
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S  TOP PRESS: MPF's Response to Aliran's 
 Article by Clive Kessler

The Editor

ALIRAN MONTHLY

Dear Sir

We read with interest Clive Kessler's "The struggle between 
"gentle Islam" and "ungentle Islam" within Malaysia may have 
more than local significance" in your recent issue of Aliran 
Monthly (Volume 25 2005) Issue 9).  It is unfortunate that he 
has stooped to use labels "backward" and "regressive" on those 
whom he disagrees with. That an emeritus professor of 
sociology is not above employing such infantile rhetoric is all 
the more regrettable.

One of the Muslim Professionals Forum's (MPF) objectives is to 
contribute to current discourse that concerns Islam and 
Muslims in our society. We endeavour to present the view 
points of traditional mainstream Islam in matters that are 
increasingly being contested, such as the interpretation of 
Islam (in the area of praxis) in the modern world.

Liberal Islam is slowly but surely encroaching into the public 
debate. Its ideas of how Islam is to be interpreted in certain 
areas of praxis are in contradiction to what is regarded 
as consensus teachings by traditional mainstream I
slamic scholars.

Our seminar on "Liberal Islam - A Clear and Present Danger" 
attempted to dissect these issues in a scholarly manner. The 
three major presentations have been written as full papers and 
are available online at www.mpf.org.my. All 3 papers are 
also available in our conference proceedings. Anyone is at 
liberty to critique the ideas presented therein. At all times we 
have been careful to maintain our professional decorum by 
refraining from labeling any organization or personalities in 
our country as proponents of Liberal Islam.

We are not averse to any individual or organization wanting to 
re-interpret Islam for the modern world.  Anyone is welcome to 
present what he/she feels is the correct interpretation.  Muslims 
have their own dynamics in evaluating interpretational claims 
based on scholarship of the sacred texts and the corpus of 
knowledge on kalam (theology), ibadah (worship), fiqh 
(jurisprudence) and akhlaq (excellence of conduct).

Professor Kessler seems to think that the Muslim women NGO 
whom he describes as "less protected", "courageous" and 
"principled" are victims of persecution and onslaughts of 
slander.  On the contrary, the said NGO has been enjoying 
undreamt of access to the major English press in Malaysia.  

Their statements, letters and views do not seem to have any 
problem getting published while the same cannot be said for 
those with more traditional "backward" or "regressive", 
i.e. mainstream view points.  Nevertheless we commend the 
said NGO for its efforts in highlighting the weaknesses in the 
administration of Islam, especially those that concern the 
plight of disadvantaged Muslim women.

The Prime Minister's vision of Islam Hadhari in multi-ethnic 
and multi-religious Malaysia is encapsulated in the following 
mission statement:

"Islam Hadhari is an approach that emphasises development, 
consistent with the tenets of Islam and focused on enhancing 
the quality of life. It aims to achieve this via the mastery of 
knowledge and the development of the individual and 
the nation; the implementation of a dynamic economic, 
trading and financial system; an integrated and balanced 
development that creates a knowledgeable and pious people 
who hold to noble values and are honest, trustworthy, and 
prepared to take on global challenges", 
http://www.islam.gov.my/islamhadhari/concept.html 
http://www.islam.gov.my/islamhadhari/concept.html).

Provided that it is implemented in a sincere, honest and 
transparent manner; rising above partisan politics and 
parochial racial sentiments, it would be readily supported by 
our Muslim professional community.

Those who take the effort of objectively evaluating the papers 
presented at our Liberal Islam seminar will easily recognize 
Professor Kessler's malicious slander, ".... the Muslim 
Professionals Form held an all-day event to give unbridled rein 
to such criticism of the Prime Minister's religious orientation 
and supporters under the banner "Liberal Islam: A Clear and 
Present Danger". To equate Liberal Islam with Islam Hadhari is 
most preposterous and highly irresponsible. Suffice for us to 
highlight  one simple fact which escaped Professor Kessler - 
the keynote address at our seminar was delivered by respected 
scholar Muhammad Uthman El-Muhammady, distinguished 
fellow at ISTAC, formerly a fellow at IKIM and the 
government's most recognizable spokesperson for Islam 
Hadhari. It is plain obvious that he had not read the 
conference papers.  His is a mere gut reaction based on a blind 
support for a particular interpretation of Islam which has little 
acceptance among Muslims.

by
Dr. Mazeni Alwi and SL Pang @ Farah Abdullah

Founding directors
Muslim Professionals Forum
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O ther Events

MPF’s working committee members checking goods to be packed.

MPF trip to Acheh.

Dr. Azzam Tamimi giving a talk at NPC 
on “Current Issues on Palestine” 
on August 19, 2005 at Bandar Baru Uda, 
Johor Bahru.

MPF member Ainulotfi
at Jamuan Muhibbah

organised by MCCBCHS
at Tropical Inn on

September 4, 2005.

Audience at “Moral Policing” seminar.

Charity Bazaar for
Acheh Tsunami

victims at
Mont  Kiara.




